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Queering has been deployed as a conceptual and political term to define the challenging of 

dominant norms, identities, and institutions (Middleton & Sullivan, 2021). In interdisciplinary 

memory and heritage studies, queering has been referring to the inclusion of silenced voices 

related with sexual, gender and relationship dissidence within the “authorized heritage 

discourse” (Smith, 2006) of heritage narratives and museum collections. Situated within 

performative accounts of heritage, sketching the transformation from heritage-as-process to 

heritage-as-performance (Haldrup & Bærenholdt, 2015; Munteán, Plate & Smelik, 2019; 

Widrich 2014), this panel sets out to conceptualize practices of queering heritage not merely 

as the inclusion or representation of queer subjects and stories within pre-existent cultural 

structures of remembrance but as a conceptual aperture to transform socio-spatial relationships 

with the past (Bryne, 2005; Immonen, 2022; Moolhuijsen, 2020; Steorn, 2012; Zebracki & 

Leitner 2022).  

Based on notions of time and temporality as multiple, the panel invites contributions that 

engage with queer futurity as potentiality (Engel, 2011; Freeman, 2010; Halberstam, 2005; 

Muñoz, 2009) to forge new forms of kinship, solidarity, trans-generational and multi-species 

relationality. Queer(ed) heritage interrupts assumptions of historical certainty, linearity and 

progress, and instead approaches heritage via contingency, multiplicity, conflict and 

vulnerability (Landau et al. 2021; Landau-Donnelly, 2023). In addition, related queer concepts 

such as drag and voguing (Gavaldon & Segade, 2018; Meyer 2010) might advance 

conversation about intersectional politics, policies and practices of performing heritage for 

heritage futures. Inspired by notions of soft power (Nye, 2004), which emphasizes the non-

violent yet discursive-symbolical appeal and persuasion, the panel also discusses heritage 

practices as interwoven with political processes open to contingency, polyphony and 

vulnerability. To unpack the multiple agencies involved in such soft heritage politics, the panel 

seeks to stimulate debate between heritage approaches of hauntology (Derrida, 1994; Gordon, 

201; Sterling, 2022), i.e. the ghostly dimensions of trauma, suppression and multiplicity 

lingering in both pasts and presents. From such dialogue, we hope to leverage insights into 

common, or not-so-common futures of heritage-making that embrace the polyphonic, conflict-

laden and vulnerable performativity of communities’ histories that are always more complex 

than their representations. 
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